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Abstract

The Arkansas Nuclear One, Unit-2 steam generators, originally supplied by Combus-
tion Engineering, began commercial operation in 1980 producing a gross electrical
output of 958 MWe. After several years of successful operation, the owner decided
that the tube degradation rates of the original steam generators were too high for the
plant to meet the performance requirements for the full 40-year license period. The
contract to supply replacement steam generators (RSGs) was awarded to Westing-
house Electric Company in 1996. Installation of these RSGs took place in the last
months of 2000. This paper compares the design features of the original and re-
placement steam generators with emphasis on design and reliability enhancements
achieved.

Introduction

Some of the design differences between Combustion Engineering (CE) and Westing-
house steam generators are immediately visible when comparing the ANO-2 OSGs
(Original Steam Generators) & RSGs (Replacement Steam Generators). For in-
stance, the CE square U-bend with its I-beam support structure is replaced by a can-
tilevered Westinghouse U-bend; the OSG upper hemispherical head is replaced with
an elliptical head typical of Westinghouse units; and the CE tubesheet center stay is
not present in the RSG.
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Other differences such as materials and methods of construction reflect advances in
steam generator technology over the past 20 years.

Overview of Replacement Steam Generator Features

Figure 1 shows the major features of the ANO-2 RSG. Many of these features are
discussed in more detail in later sections of this report.
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Figure 1. Delta-109 Replacement Steam Generator

General Comparison of the OSG and the RSG

The SG and the interfaces with the main pipes and supports are unchanged. The
upper shell diameter is enlarged by 0.6" and the lower shell diameter is enlarged by
4". The height of the RSG tube bundle is taller than that of the OSG. The RSG ellipti-
cal upper head provides added vertical space for the upper internals to accommo-
date the taller tube bundle without raising the overall SG height. The OSG tubesheet
center stay was eliminated to provide more room for tubes. This also permitted the
lower SG support skirt to be strengthened.
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Figure 2. Comparison of the Replacement with the Original Steam Generator

The primary RSG design objectives were to (1) maximize steam generator reliability,
(2) maximize plant uprating potential, and (3) maximize steam generator heat transfer
area. This third objective was also equivalent to minimizing the operating temperature
for a given power. Table 1 provides some numerical comparisons between the OSG
and the RSG.
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Table 1. Feature Comparison for the ANO-2 Original SGs and Replacement SGs

Feature

Heat transfer surface area

SG Overall length

Upper Shell OD
Lower Shell OD

Tube bundle height

Pressure boundary material
Tube material

Tube support material
U-bend support material

Tubesheet joint process

Feedring material

Number of tubes
Tube size

Tube pitch
Tube-to-tube gap

Line-of-sight tube gap

Tubelane width
Number of straight leg tube
supports

Number of tube contacts
per TSP intersection

Circulation ratio

Moisture separators

Sludge collector

Steam nozzle flow limiter

OSG

86,559 ft2

740"

240"
165"

352"

Low alloy welded plate
Alloy 600 (mill annealed)

SA-36, carbon steel
SA-36, carbon steel

explosive expansion
Carbon steel

8,411

3/4" x 0.048"

1.0" triangle
0.25"

0.116"

4.25"

7 egg crate supports
2 partial egg crate supports
2 partial drilled plates

4 at egg crates

3.8 @ 100% power

166-primaries
126 - secondary separators

(-100 sq. ft. face area)
no

no

RSG

108,700 ft2

740"

240.6"
169.5"

370"

SA-508 Cl. 3a forgings
Alloy 690 (thermally treated)

Type 405 stainless steel
Type 405 stainless steel

hydraulic expansion
1-1/4% Cr, 1/2% Mo

10,637

11/16" x 0.040"

0.95" triangle
0.262" (+4%)

0.135" (+16%)

5.8"
8 Trefoil flat contact
broached support plates

3

3.9 @ 100% power
3.5 @ 107.5% power

240 - primaries
8 secondary separator
banks (318 sq. ft. area)

yes

yes
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Pressure Boundary

Where the OSG pressure boundary was essentially of a formed & welded plate con-
struction, the RSG uses integrally forged shell sections. The RSG weld seams are
designed to accommodate UT inspection. As can be seen from figures 3 and 4, the
number of pressure boundary weld seams has been significantly reduced.

Original SG Replacement SG

No longitudinal seams
7 girth seams

2 nozzle welds

(All weld seams
offer superior ISI

access)

Figure 3. Pressure Boundary Comparison

Tubesheet and Channel Head

The OSG tubesheet was designed to reduce forging thickness. It had a center struc-
tural support and no weld prep extensions. The RSG tubesheet has no center sup-
port and is a thicker single piece forging with integral weld preps. The OSG tubesheet
weld preps were welded onto the tubesheet, thus adding several weld seams not
present in the RSGs. The RSG has no center stay cylinder, so tubes are present at
the center of the steam generator. The new channel head is a single forging with
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fewer welds than the fabricated OSG heads. Figure 4 compares the OSG and RSG
channel head configurations.

Original SG
(27 total weld joints)

Replacement SG
(4 total weld joints)

Integral tubesheet forging
(10 welds eliminated)

no centerpost
(5 welds eliminated)

Integral channel head
forging (8 welds eliminated)

Figure 4. Channel Head Construction Comparison

Tube Bundle Sizing

The RSG tube bundle was sized to provide greater heat transfer capacity without
changing the primary flow resistance. The lower shell diameter was increased by 4-
inches and the overall tube bundle height was raised 18-inches. By changing the
tube size from 3/4" OD to 11/16" OD, it was possible to increase the tube bundle
surface area from 86,559 ft2 to 108,700 ft2 without significantly changing the primary
flow resistance.

The larger RSG tube bundle enhances the margin against tube corrosion by reducing
the heat flux throughout the tube bundle. As an example the average heat flux in the
RSG U-bend region is 85% that of the OSG (Table 2). The tube temperature is re-
duced by approximately 5°F throughout the bundle.
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Table 2. Heat Transfer Comparison

Parameter

Thermal Power per SG, MWt

Steam nozzle outlet pressure1 psia
Average Primary Temperature, °F
Saturation Temperature at steam nozzle, °F

Average U-bend Heat Flux, BTU/hr/ft2

OSG

1,416.5
920

580.4
534.6

65,100

RSG

1,416.5
920

575.2
534.6

55,500 (85%)

Tubesheet Joint

The tube-to-tubesheet joint provides a structural and leak tight barrier between the
primary and secondary sides of the steam generator. The RSG tubes were ex-
panded, full depth, through the thickness of the tubesheet after all tube-to-tubesheet
welds had been subjected to helium leak testing and dye penetrant examination.

The hydraulic tube expansion process is preferred to other techniques (including ex-
plosive, as was used on the OSGs) because it is judged to provide the best optimiza-
tion of tight dimensional control and minimum residual stresses. Although the OSG
residual stresses are nearly as low as those of the RSG2, explosive joints sometimes
have crevices due to dynamic rebound and do not offer the precise dimensional con-
trol of the hydraulic process.

Tube Supports

The RSG tube support plates are of the flat-contact, broached design and made of
Type 405 stainless steel. The RSG tube supports are each fabricated from a single,
integral plate. Steam generator corrosion mechanisms generally require local flow
stagnation as an initiator so the RSG tube supports are designed to minimize local
flow stagnation. Stagnation areas inevitably exist around the regions of tube contact.
Each RSG tube hole has three flat tube contacts (only 0.10" wide). The OSG egg
crate tube supports contacted the tubes at four sites and the plates with drilled holes
had the potential for circumferential contact.

U-bend Support System

The RSG has five sets of AVBs (anti-vibration bars) in the U-bend that provide re-
dundant support to the tubes so that all tubes remain fluidelastically stable even as-
suming that some support points are inactive. The tube-to-AVB gaps are minimized
during the fabrication and assembly of the tube bundle, with an average clearance of
0.003". This tight clearance minimizes the potential that any support point will be in-
active.

1 Pressure immediately downstream of the steam nozzle.
2 W. B. Middlebrooks, D. L. Harrod and R. E. Gold; Residual Stresses Associated With Hydraulic

Expansion of Steam Generator Tubing Into Tubesheets; SMIRT 11 Conference, Tokyo, Japan;
August, 1991.
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The AVBs in adjacent columns are inserted to different depths to minimize the U-
bend pressure drop and to inhibit formation of flow stagnation regions. The AVBs are
nearly perpendicular to the tubes at all locations in the U-bend to provide support
without unnecessary tube contact. Most intersections have a width of 0.5" or less.
The advanced U-bend support system has significant margin against flow stagnation,
corrosion, and tube vibration.

The OSG U-bend configuration included drilled partial tube support plates, relatively
wide batwing supports, carbon steel support material, and less stringent gap control.
Eddy current indications ascribed to tube vibration & wear have been reported in the
OSGs.

Upper Internals Sizing

The distance between the top of the tube bundle and the top of the SG is the least of
any Westinghouse RSG. By specifying an elliptical upper head instead of the OSGs
hemispherical head -30" was added to the inside vertical height. The OSG nominal
water level was in the downcomer, where the annular width varied from 6-inches to
25-inches3. The RSG nominal water level is above the lower deck plate (not in the
downcomer), where there is more area and the rate of change is uniform. This de-
sign is expected to simplify SG operation.

The normal level is 436 inches above the secondary face of the tubesheet, which is
24 inches above the top of the sludge collector. The narrow 6" at the top of the OSG
downcomer has been enlarged to 16". This should improve water level control and
maintenance access.

Original SG Replacement SG

RSG upper
level tap

asA / (raised -40") \ l

RSG normal
operating band ->—; - i —

16" annulus -.

6" annulus

OSG
Nominal level

— lower narrow range tap —

Figure 5. Comparison of Upper Shell Configuration

3 The OSG water level control span was mostly in the downcomer. High level: + 12" above lower-
deck, Nominal: -24" below deck, Low Level: -60" below deck. The area variations are as small as
a 6" annulus to the 230" upper shell ID.
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Moisture Separation Equipment

The moisture separator system consists of 240 - 7" diameter primary separators and
8 banks of secondary separators. The primary separators separate water from the
steam by centrifugal action. The primary separator material is SA-517 Grade B with
1/2% chromium for resistance against flow-assisted corrosion.

The OSG primary separators occupy so much space that it is necessary to remove
separators to permit access. This is not necessary in the RSG. The RSG provides
pathways through the primary and secondary separator systems, including sufficient
height for workmen to stand.

Main Feedwater Nozzle

The feedwater nozzle has the same position and fitup dimensions as the OSG nozzle
(18" schedule 80 pipe) and is equipped with a welded alloy 690TT thermal liner which
shields the nozzle from rapid feedwater temperature transients and prevents feedring
drainage during low-level operation. The RSG thermal liner is routed vertically to the
feedring so that steady state thermal stratification cannot occur within the main feed-
water nozzle. This is a feature for minimizing the potential for thermal fatigue of the
main feedwater nozzle (and piping outside the SG). The OSG was not equipped with
this feature.

The feedwater nozzle dimensions were carefully determined to provide a balance in
flexibility between pipe, nozzle and thermal liner. This balanced flexibility helps to
minimize the thermal stresses in these regions during thermal transients. The net
effect of the design optimization is lower fatigue usage factors and increased design
margin. The feedwater nozzle was shortened to enlarge the clearance with the com-
partment wall as an aid to the RSG installation.

Feedwater Distribution Ring

The RSG feedwater distribution ring (feedring) is a 360° torus fabricated from erosion
resistant SA-234 Grade WP11 material (1-1/4% chromium-1/2% molybdenum) and is
located in the downcomer. Sixty-six Alloy 690 J-nozzles are spaced around the fee-
dring circumference. Vertical access above the feedring is provided via a 16" annular
space between the lower deck plate and the upper shell and a 24" wide region where
the feedwater nozzle is joined to the feedring. The OSG feedring material was car-
bon steel with less erosion-corrosion margin. The OSG downcomer annulus above
the feedring was only 6" wide and limited access to the feedring.

Sludge Collector

Suspended solids within the steam generator circulate within the SG before being
removed by the blowdown, attaching to the surface of the tubes, or settling on the
tubesheet. The RSG has a sludge collector that competes for the capture of these
suspended solids. It is located in the upper shell at the base of the primary moisture
separators. A small fraction of the recirculating flow passes from the primary sepa-
rators to the sludge collector where suspended particles can settle. Sludge captured
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by the sludge collector is unavailable to the heated surfaces of the tube bundle. This
reduces the potential for corrosion and fouling and reduces the potential for water
level instability.

Maintenance Access Provisions

The access paths to the RSG tube bundle from both the primary and secondary sides
and to the steam generator upper internals has been enhanced. Table 3 provides a
comparison of the maintenance-related access features of the OSG and the RSG.

Table 3. Maintenance Access Comparison

Feature
Primary manways
Secondary manways
Secondary handholes
U-bend ports
Secondary TSP ports
Access paths to upper tube
bundle
Feedring distance below
top of lower deck plate
Annular access gap at deck
plate above feedring
Upper shell access space

Tubesheet drainage

OSG
2-16" ID
2-16" ID
2 - 6" ID

via center cavity

-64"

6"

• Removal of separators
required for access

• No access lanes
• U-bend access is ob-

structed by separators,
lower deck and U-bend
support structure

• flat tubesheet surface
(no low spot)

• blowdown nozzle located
above tubesheet surface

• no shell drain nozzle

RSG
2 -18" ID
2 -18" ID
4 - 8" ID
2 - 6" ID
14-3" ID

via TSP flow slots in tube-
lane (7 slots / TSP?

-24"

16"

• 18" access lane
• 12" pathway next to shell

(-60" high)
• Three 16" x 20" access

hatches above U-bend

• tubesheet peripheral
groove promotes com-
plete drainage

• enlarged blowdown pipe
size for faster drainage

Where the OSG had two 6-inch handholes, the RSG has four unobstructed 8-inch
handholes. The 5.8-inch wide tubelane provides generous room for tooling and is
1.2-inches larger than that of the OSG.

Each RSG tube support plate has access slots that provide upper bundle access
from the lower handholes. Tube bundle cameras and cleaning systems enter from
the lower handholes and telescope to any elevation within the bundle. This access
path is not present in the OSG because the egg crate supports block vertical access.
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Two 3" ID inspection ports are provided above each tube support and two-6" \D
handholes4 are provided above the top tube support plate. The OSGs did not have
provisions for upper bundle access.

The secondary manways are designed so that the studs and nuts are interchange-
able with those of the primary manways. This also means the same stud tensioning
equipment works on both the primary and secondary manways.

Installation Summary

The ANO-2 steam generators were replaced during an 85-day outage that began on
September 15th and ended on December 10th, 2000. This duration compares favora-
bly with other "first-time" SG replacement plants using temporary containment pene-
trations requiring tendon removal and replacement (i.e. Byron-1 with 122 days dura-
tion and Palisades with 180 days). The project set a new U.S. record for low radiation
exposure and there were no lost-time accidents. After the outage, which included a
turbine generator upgrade, the plant gross electrical output increased to 984 MWe
from a pre-outage value of 928 MWe. A plant uprating to 1048 MWe is scheduled to
begin after the next refueling outage.

Conclusion

The ANO-2 replacement steam generators contain a variety of features that enhance
reliability, add operating margin, and improve access for maintenance and inspection.
These enhancements are the culmination of 40 years of Westinghouse experience in
designing new and replacement steam generators. These features, combined with
Entergy's commitment to follow the EPRI Water Chemistry Guidelines, offer the po-
tential for future operation free of degradation.
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